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Environment

Dynamical percolation on � × � torus
(assume � = 2)

�� � ∈ {0,1} is state of edge e at time t

0 n-1

0

n-1

Declare each edge to be open independently 
with probability �

Edges refresh their state independently 
with rate � = ��

�
�→�

0

Stationarity: for any e and t:
ℙ(�� � = 1) = �



Random Walk

Start random walk at the center

�� ∈ ℤ� is position of random walk at time t

Random walk has Poisson clock of rate 1

When clock rings, random walk chooses 
direction u.a.r. and traverses the edge if 
edge is open; otherwise rw stays put

Stationary distribution of �� = uniform

Not uniformly elliptic, not “fast mixing”!



Random Walk

�� ∈ ℤ� is position of random walk at time t

Question
What is the mixing time of the random walk?

��= distribution of ��

���� = min {� ≥ 0: |�� − Unif| ≤ 1 4⁄ }

Alternative question

How long until �� is at distance ≥
�

��
from 

origin?

�/10



Environment: percolation

There exists �� = ��(�) such that:

1. Supercritical � > ��

There exists a giant component of open 
edges with very high probability
 RW move in small components until reaching 

the giant component, when it can move a lot 
and mix locally.

2. Subcritical � < ��

All components are small with very high 
probability
 RW is always trapped in small 

components



Main Results (� = 2)
Theorem: For any � < ��, mixing time is of order  ��/�

Theorem (recurrence vs transience):

Theorem (hitting time):

Let �� = max
����� �

� time to hit �

For any � < ��, there exists � > 0 so that
�� ��� �

��
≤ �� ≤

��� ��� �

�

Random walk �� on ℤ� (� is constant) is recurrent in � = 1,2 and transient in � ≥ 3

For any � < ��, 
���

�� �
�∈[�,�] �→�

Brownian Motion � �∈[�,�]

Theorem (CLT):

 (� = 1) Mixing time of random walk on the � × � grid is of order ��

Results may break down if initial configuration is arbitrary
Example: � = ��� and �� � = 1 for all e

Results on ℤ� (not our main focus, follows from previous results as � = ��������)



Proof ideas of upper bound

Theorem: For any � < ��, mixing time is ≤ ��/�

Main challenge
 Large dependences: � → 0 as � → ∞

How to control dependences?



Enlarge state space: ��
⋆ � ∈ {0,1,⋆}

⋆ = edge was refreshed since last time rw tried to traverse it
Edges adjacent to random walk location are not ⋆

Main strategy: regeneration time

• RW knows when edges (even non-adjacent ones) get refreshed

Consider that the RW.... ... only sees states of 
adjacent edges

Wait until RW is TRAPPED! 
And does not know state of all non-adjacent edges 

Ω��� = { ��
⋆, �� ∶ edges adjacent to �� are 

closed and all other edges are ⋆}

Regeneration time

... and remembers the state 
of all edges seen



Using regeneration time

With positive probability the following events happen within time �/�

Beginning of 
regeneration time

An edge opens, all adjacent 
edges are closed

The edge closes Non-adjacent edges refreshRW bounces back and forth

Regeneration time

Lemma: ℙ RW = SRW after 1 regeneration time ≥ � > 0 



From Lemma to Proof

Lemma 2: regeneration time occurs within time 1/�

Lemma 1: ℙ RW = SRW after 1 regeneration time ≥ � > 0

Theorem: For any � < ��, time to hit the boundary is of order �� �⁄

Proof of upper bound.

1. During time �� �⁄ there are ≥ �� regeneration times

2. … a positive fraction of which are SRW

3. Non-SRW steps and SRW steps are independent

4. Condition on whatever happened during non-SRW steps:

 regardless of non-SRW steps, �� SRW steps are enough for RW to hit the 

boundary of torus



�� is very large  � ���� �⁄ |�� ≤
|��|

�
+ log |��|

After time � �⁄ After another time interval ����
��

��

RW is confined to small area (it’s range 
is at most log |��|) while many edges 
refresh

∎

Consider given edge e

ℙ ∃� ∈ 0, �
��  s. t.  � is open at � 

≤ � + 1 − ��� < ��

��

Cluster of �� can grow by at most some 
constant ��

Wait time ��
�⁄

�� grows by constant factor 
(≈ ��

��/�)

Connected components break into 
tiny (size ≤ log |��|) pieces

Consider given edge e

ℙ � is open at time
��

��

≤ ���� + � < ��

Lemma: Regeneration time occurs within �/�

�� = edges known by RW at time t;  �� = {� ∶ ��
⋆ � ≠⋆}



Lemma: Regeneration time occurs within �/�

�� = edges known by RW at time t;  �� = {� ∶ ��
⋆ � ≠⋆}

ii) ��  ≤ some constant C

�� Cluster expansion of ��

Size ≤ �� �� ≤ ���
After time � ��⁄
i)  Open edges become closed
ii) Closed edges do not refresh

After another time � ��⁄
i)  Edges adjacent to RW remain closed
ii) Other edges refresh

Regeneration time

If size of �� is small 

 ℙ reach regeneration time within time
�

�
> 0



Open Problems

Conjecture

Hit the boundary in time 
�

�
+ ��

Mixing time =
�

�
+ n�

 We know lower bound of 
�

�
+ n� and upper bound of �� �⁄

Supercritical regime: � > ��

Critical regime: � = ��

?



Thank you!


